DUCHESS OF MALFI
Directors of the play have also tended to impose this interpretation on the character of Julia, sometimes deliberately using stage effects to undercut the immediate import of the language to the confusion of critics and theater audiences alike. For example, in the 1960 Royal Shakespeare Company production, the scene in which Julia rejects first the Cardinal, then Delio, was reinterpreted by Donald McWhinnie's staging. What began as rejection ended in mute consent, as she knelt to kiss the Cardinal's ring (II.iv.37), and later stalked off with Delio's proffered bribe (II.iv.76).'5 Visual effects contradicted the scene's language and made Delio's bewilderment at her "wit or honesty" (II.iv.77) incomprehensible. In the final act of the same production, Julia's open lasciviousness with Bosola made her a caricature of lust that so jarred with her tragic death that one critic commented in utter confusion, '"Sian Phillips did not shirk the part of the Cardinal's mistress Julia, but what can any actress today make of the last scenes?"'6 In the 1985 National Theatre production, director Philip Prowse's conception of Julia was clear from the beginning when she made a dramatic entrance in the first act on the Duchess's cue, only to turn and kneel finally before a much more modest Duchess. The invented stage moment established her clearly as the Duchess's foil as well as her servant.
Critics and directors may have ceased their moral condemnation of the Duchess and instead tended to beatify her, but their moral prejudices continue to vent themselves on Julia. Her contribution to the dramatic texture and design of the play has been largely ignored in favor of the accepted view of her as a stock Jacobean whore. It is Clifford Leech's sensitivity to the text that allows him, however briefly, to entertain a third possibility in the analogical relation between the two plots. He points out "how erroneous it would be to regard the Duchess as outside the normal sphere of sexual passion," and declares that, despite the differences between them, "there is enough resemblance between the two actions of the play to keep strongly in our minds the force of the passion that urges the Duchess to speak."'7 Leech's tentative suggestion moves toward a realistic, human view of the Duchess essential to performance, but remains a suggestion, which he does not support with close examination of the text.
In fact, few critics provide a detailed reading of the three scenes of the play in which Julia figures. Only close attention to these scenes in their dramatic context can determine their relation to the rest of the play. And such close attention makes some critical claims about Julia's character seem surprising. For Boklund, she is "guided by the two forces of lust and avarice" (p. 157); for Clifford Leech she is a "rank whore";'8 for Richard Levin she is a "flagrant adulteress" (p. 98). However, actresses who attempt to play Julia this way must find themselves working directly against the text at several points.
Before Julia appears for the first time in II.iv, the audience is prepared by Bosola for her appearance. After Bosola has picked up the horoscope and discovered that the Duchess has given birth to a son, he gleefully closes the scene (II.iii) with a couplet which carries over into the following scene.
Though lust do mask in ne'er so strange disguise, She's oft found witty, but is never wise.
( These are hardly words that convey the "lust and avarice" of a "flagrant adulteress." On the contrary, they imply that her decision to commit adultery was a painful one, the result of an ongoing struggle between the demands of sexuality and morality. As the interview progresses, Julia defends her own constancy and integrity as the Cardinal attacks them. In the face of his cruel misogyny, she finally bursts into tears when her objections can no longer be heard.
If the scene begins as a confirmation of Bosola's degraded perspective on the Duchess, it moves away from that perspective as it continues. The scene is clearly written to overturn an audience's initial impression of Julia. The "whore" and "adulteress" cannot be quite so easily dismissed. The Cardinal's assault on the "giddy and wild turnings" (II.iv. 12) of women both echoes the satiric perspective of Bosola that dominated the previous three scenes and anticipates the crazed misogyny of Ferdinand in the following scene (II.v).20 The scene suspends and extends the previous action-its precise form is unexpected, and it carries the audience away from the world of the Duchess. At the same time, however, it exploits the tension and energy that have been built up over the previous three scenes regarding the Duchess's escalating danger. The scene is an analogical replay of the situation between Bosola and the Duchess throughout the second act, since Julia is another woman victimized by the cruel cynicism of men. Again, the satiric vision is pitted against the vulnerability of human love and sexuality with their inherent compromises. In both cases, two voices are heard in opposition to each other21-the tough against the vulnerable, the deeply cynical against the merely human. As Bosola's meditation on death and decay (II.i.45-60) is set against the stage image of the pregnant Duchess, swollen with life, the Cardinal's diatribe on the inconstancy of women is contrasted with Julia's long-suffering silence. Like Bosola (and like lago in Othello), the Cardinal attempts to degrade women by generalizing them and by reducing them to the level of mere animals. The Duchess and Julia both contradict this version of themselves with their stage presences.
Following the interview between the Cardinal and Julia is an exchange between Julia and Delio that has puzzled most critics. Archer simply admits that "the relevance of the passage in which Delio makes love to the Cardinal's mistress utterly escapes me."22 Lois Potter claims that the exchange "must inevitably be confusing in performance,"23 though she suggests that it recalls Ferdinand's bribery of Bosola in Act I and reiterates the play's "service and reward" motif. If the echo is there, it is designed to enforce a contrast; Bosola finally accepts the gold while Julia rejects it. In his edition of the play, Brown suggests that the incident is designed "to aggravate the audience's sense of a growing web of intrigue and an increasing complexity of character" (p. 62). That the exchange is designed deliberately to confuse appears a weak explanation at best. Neither critic accounts for the particular nature of the incident-another kind of exchange would presumably serve just as well to reinforce a theme or to suggest intricacy of plot. Nor does either critic examine the dramatic rhythm of the exchange. Its dramatic impact is, however, unmistakable.
The first part of the interchange between Julia and Delio centers on Julia's old husband, Castruchio, who has already appeared twice in the play. As Ferdinand's poker-faced advisor in Act I, and as an aspiring courtier and the object of Bosola's mockery in Act II, Castruchio quickly impresses an audience as a foolish old man. His marital relationship to Julia, to which Webster suddenly draws attention in this scene, appears to be the culmination of his function in the play, since he disappears completely after his mention here. A foolish, impotent old man married to an obviously desirable young woman-whom Bosola later describes as "very fair" (V.ii.177)-recalls the marriage of Camillo and Vittoria in The White Devil. There, the husband's inadequacy helped to exonerate the wife's adultery. Here, the first explicit identification of Julia's deceived husband with foolish old Castruchio (whose name suggests castration) shifts the scene even further in the direction of Julia's redemption in the eyes of the audience. The terse reply Julia makes to Delio's mockery of her husband-" Your laughter is my pity" (II.iv.56-57)-with its brevity betrays her suffering.
Delio then offers her his gold, drawing attention to its physical properties by mockingly treating it as an aesthetic object. Julia rejects not only the gold itself, but also the crude materialism it represents.24 In reply, she evokes a world of positive aesthetic values and refined sensual beauty-of beautiful birds, music, and fragrance. It is a world in which the Duchess also lives, and which she conjures up most eloquently just before her death in lines like these: Julia's wooing of Bosola in the second scene of Act V seems deliberately designed to recall the Duchess's wooing of Antonio in Act I. Webster goes to considerable lengths to establish visual and verbal parallels between the two incidents. In both cases, the woman is the wooer (I.i.442; V.ii.183) and uses roughly similar phrases to express her admiration for her man with striking directness (I.i.453-59; V.ii.167-72). In both cases, the woman puts herself at great risk for her lover. While Webster clearly did not intend the crude seduction of Bosola to be a direct echo of the tender wooing of Antonio, the parallels between the two scenes appear to be as significant as the differences, which have frequently been emphasized by critics. During performances of the play, the later scene is clearly linked to the earlier one, not by its reiterated images, but by its similar effect on an audience. The two wooing scenes are virtually the only extended actions in the play to evoke laughter and delight in an audience predisposed to expect danger. As in Act I, in the last act the play's relentless machinery of crime and revenge is suspended while we watch the digressive banter of lovers.
Noting the differences between the two wooing scenes, critics have proposed interpretations of the later scene as a foil to, or parody of, the earlier one. Yet, as has been argued earlier, the dramaturgical advantages of either at this late stage in the action are limited. A foil appears superfluous, since the stature of the Duchess is by this point fixed. She is clearly exalted beyond all the characters of the fifth act. A parody seems groundless, since it would undercut the tragic intensity of her loss. There is, however, a third possibility, consistent with Webster's treatment of Julia in the second act. Here, as there, she may be intended as a mirror for the main action, reflecting its broad outlines in simplified analogical fashion from a different moral perspective. Shakespeare uses a similar dramatic strategy in the final act of Othello; Bianca, falsely accused by Iago of Cassio's murder, recalls Desdemona's plight as she has also been presented as a "whore" responsible for her man's destruction.
When Julia enters, pointing a pistol at Bosola and accusing him of treachery (V.ii. 151), she continues the language of violence, intrigue, and deception used by the Cardinal and Bosola in their preceding interview. Similarly, when the Duchess offers her wedding ring to Antonio, visual and verbal echoes recall Ferdinand's bribery of Bosola in the same scene, and the interview is fraught with overtones of danger. In both scenes, however, the context of love and sexuality defuses the play's threatening language. The oppressive intrigue of the court is mockingly parodied and transformed by Julia. Her wit takes Bosola and the audience by surprise, as she abruptly turns apparent aggression into playful love-making. Webster sustains a tone throughout the scene that carefully avoids both romantic and sexual cliche. When Bosola attempts to seduce Julia with a conventional line, saying The Cardinal's syntax imitates the dramatic suspense of the interview, delaying the final shock until the end of the sentence, thus heightening its impact. The witty innocence of Julia's playful persuasions acts as a foil to the Cardinal's bald and horrifying declaration. His admission of guilt is directly followed by a restaging of the crime, for Julia immediately pays for her indiscretion with her death. The death of the Duchess in the fourth act is painstakingly prepared for from the play's very beginning, so that its dramatic shock is greatly mitigated. For Julia, "love" is more irresponsible, knowledge of evil more sudden, and death more abrupt than for the Duchess, yet the compressed juxtaposition of these extremes of love and death recalls the Duchess's tragic fate with new force. This simplified-almost caricatured-recollection of the Duchess's life and death clarifies the essential tragic meaning of the play's action. As T. C. Worsley summarized it in a review of the 1960 Royal Shakespeare Company production, "As we see her first the Duchess is a woman of high natural spirits and vitality, and it is that buoyancy of heart that it is so terrible to see being desolated."30 Julia's part in the final act is a microcosm of the main action, her cruel death a striking contrast to her strength and vitality. And, unlike Cariola-the Duchess's foil in death-Julia accepts her death with dignity, though it is undeserved.
During the final act, Bosola's role as an onlooker and accomplice during the Duchess's death is restaged. After Julia's death, he argues with the Cardinal about "reward," vows vengeance for the Duchess's murder, and drags the body off the stage, exactly as he had done at the end of Act IV. His complaint as he picks up Julia's body-"I think I shall / Shortly grow the common bier for churchyards" (V.ii.311-12)-reinforces the analogue. In the staging of the scene, Bosola's vengeful soliloquy is invariably delivered as he kneels over Julia's body, precisely as he had knelt over the Duchess's body earlier. While it keeps the memory of the Duchess alive, the repetition of the sequence of crime and revenge also suggests the futility of Bosola's attempt at vengeance, futility that is later confirmed in his botched murder of Antonio.
It would, of course, be dangerous to overstate the case for the parallels between the two plots. Certainly the two women belong to sharply contrasting worlds throughout the play, and such contrasts give the play its richly varied texture. Julia is involved in the petty, broken world of the Duchess's enemies as the Duchess herself never is, and the parallels between the two women heighten their differences. Conversely, however, Webster exploits the obvious differences between them in order to reveal surprising similarities, which serve his dramatic ends. The differences between the Duchess and Julia may emphasize the Duchess's calm self-sufficiency, but the similarities between them suggest the vulnerability of women in a hostile masculine world. The play's final emphasis falls on Julia and, by analogy, on the Duchess-not as a single, heroic individual destroyed by crazed villains, but as an ordinary, vital young woman stifled by misogyny. Rather than undercutting or further exalting the Duchess's stature in the final act, Julia restores the Duchess by analogy to the world of common humanity, to which she firmly belonged throughout the play.
In conclusion, the Julia subplot has an important dramatic function in The Duchess of Malfi. The presentation of Julia as a character is clearly consistent with the interest Webster displays in challenging conventional morality with his other heroines, the Duchess and Vittoria. Close examination of the scenes in which Julia figures reveals not a "flagrant adulteress" but a woman of some integrity; not a fickle temptress, but a sexually vital woman. That integrity and sexual vitality are not incompatible is a major concern of The Duchess of Malfi. The Julia subplot clarifies and restates Webster's primary concerns in the play's main action. As a "glass" for events in the Duchess's life, Julia reflects their essence in compressed, sometimes caricatured, form. In a review of the 1971 Royal Shakespeare Company production of the play, one reviewer described Julia as "the most genteel whore, cooing like a dove in a cage of hawks,"31 a description which could apply equally well to the Duchess. Like the Duchess, Julia is caged and finally killed by the predatory Arragonian brothers. And like the Duchess, Julia remains fully sexually alive to the last moment.
